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Abstract
Home security is something that must be considered for every homeowner. Especially when you have to leave the house empty for work or even on vacation. You must be worried about thieves, lost jewelry, or the safety of other valuables. Therefore, the authors made a door lock security device by utilizing a Bluetooth connection with the Arduino Uno microcontroller. The research method used was direct observation of the selected object, namely the author's house, and conducting literature studies related to the Arduino Uno microcontroller. This door lock tool uses the Arduino Uno as a data processing center, because it is easy to use, and most importantly in the charging program, it does not require a download like a microcontroller in general. This Arduino Uno contains a special program that will give commands to the Servo Motor to open and open the door. Not only opening and opening doors, but this tool can also move the door without us holding or touching it but through a Smartphone. The purpose of this research is to produce a tool that can make it easier to manage or open doors using the Arduino via an Android smartphone using a Bluetooth connection.
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INTRODUCTION
An electronic device control system is a simple system that is built to be able to turn off and turn on electronic devices, especially electronic devices around the house by taking advantage of current developments in information technology. Currently, security still uses manual keys (Yudhana et al., 2018), (Setyawati & Darmawan, 2019) if the key is lost it will take time to open it and be able to use duplicate keys and can also be broken (Khalid et al., 2020). The research carried out aims to develop a system that can help urban communities (Handoko, 2017), (Handoko et al., 2018) in controlling electronic devices used daily in homes that include software and hardware with mobile devices as control.

This door lock security tool is designed to move using an Android Smartphone controller which has an application suitable for the...
movement of latch locks and door leaves. This door lock security tool uses Arduino Uno (Winardi, 2016), (Widaksono & Masyhadi, 2018) as a latch lock control system, and Bluetooth door leaves. The Bluetooth module functions as the receipt of commands sent via an Android Smartphone, the DC motor functions as a latch lock activator, and the door is controlled using an Android Smartphone and applications installed through the Playstore (Handayani & Mardiana, 2018). The method used is an experimental method, the research conducted will focus on communication between smartphone devices and the Arduino Uno microcontroller (Widiyanto & Nuryanto, 2016) (Nuryanto & Widiyanto, 2016) via Bluetooth to control latch locks and door leaves.

RESEARCH METHODS

In collecting data and information, the author uses several research methods, including:
1. Observation Method
   The author makes direct observations of the selected object, namely the author's house, where the author observes what tools are good to make it easier for the writer.
2. Literature study
   To complete the required data, the authors conducted a literature study, namely by reading other data sources in campus libraries and off-campus libraries related to Microcontrollers and Arduino for planning tools.

A. Block Diagram

![Figure 1. Block Diagram](image1)

Explanation of the block diagram tool Figure 1, as follows:
1. Input
   This input component is an input component that will be processed. This input component consists of:
   a. The power supply is a source of voltage to the circuit with a current amount of ± 9 volts
b. Bluetooth HC-05 functions as a connecting medium with a smartphone
c. Smartphones function as controllers or give commands to the circuit
2. Process
   The process is the main component that functions as a data manager that is received from the input and will then produce the output. In this process, the writer uses an Arduino-based microcontroller.
3. Output
   The output is the output of all processes that have been executed. The resulting output is:
   a. Servo motor functions as a driver for the door latch.
   b. The LED functions as an indicator of the input results so that we know whether the door is locked or not.

A. Circuit Schematic

![Figure 2. Circuit Schematic](image2)

Schematic explanation of the circuit of Figure 2, is a series of door lock security devices that use an Arduino-based microcontroller as a data processor. The Arduino uses ATMEGA 328P as a flash memory. Some of the pins used are:
1. Pins 9 and 10 are connected to the Servo Motor Pulse Pins
2. TX Pin is connected to Bluetooth RX Pin and vice versa RX Pinto Bluetooth TX Pin.
3. Pins 6 and 7 are connected to the positive pin of the LED
4. The 5V pin is connected to the Bluetooth HC-05 VCC Pin and the Servo Motor Positive Pin
5. GND Pin is connected to Bluetooth GND Pin HC-05 and Servo Motor Negative Pin

A. How the Tool Works
1. Power Supply
The power supply circuit in Figure 3 is one of the circuits found on the Arduino. The connector used to get an electric current is a 2.1mm jack. After the connector is connected to a ± 12V voltage source, the incoming voltage passes through the diode, where the diode functions as a safety for the incoming electric current.

After passing through the diode, the current is passed to the NCP1117 regulator IC. The IC functions to reduce the current entering the Arduino. After the current is lowered, the current spreads across the pins which require an electric current through several capacitors. This capacitor functions as a filter for the incoming current so that the voltage noise is reduced.

1. Input circuit

In Figure 4, there is an Arduino UNO R3 as a data or command processor and a Bluetooth HC-05 module as a signal sender to a Smartphone. The pins used in the input circuit consist of:

a. The TX Bluetooth HC-05 pin is connected to the Arduino RX pin so that the HC-05 Bluetooth can send commands to the Arduino obtained via a Smartphone for later processing.

b. The RX Bluetooth HC-05 pin is connected to the Arduino TX Pin, so that Bluetooth HC-05 receives data in the form of commands that must be carried out by the Smartphone.

c. The VCC Bluetooth HC-05 pin is connected to the Arduino 5V pin so that the Bluetooth HC-05 gets a 5V voltage.

d. The HC-05 Bluetooth GND Pin is connected to the Arduino GND Pin. This pin is the ground voltage.

2. Output circuit

In the output series of Figure 5, there is an Arduino UNO R3 as a data processor, 2 servo motors to actuate the lock and door latch, and 2 LEDs as an indicator of whether the door is locked or open. The pulse pin on the servo motor that drives the latch lock is connected to pin 9 of the Arduino. At this pin, the start position of the servo motor is set at 90º and that position is locked. And when you get the order to open the lock, the motor will rotate by 35º.

The servo motor pulse pin that moves the door is connected to pin 10 of the Arduino. At this pin, the start position of the servo motor is set to 15º and that position is locked. And when you get the command to open the lock, the motor will rotate as much as 150º. The + pin on the two servo motors is connected to the 5V Arduino pin to get a voltage of 5V and the - pin on the servo motor is connected to the Arduino GND pin to get a ground voltage. The red LED positive leg is connected to pin 6 of the Arduino. The pin is set so that the light turns on when the door is locked and off when it opens. While the positive leg of the yellow light is connected to pin 7 of the Arduino. The pin is set so that the light turns on when the door opens and turns off when the door is locked, and for the negative legs of the two LEDs, they are connected to the Arduino GND pin, where the pin provides ground voltage to the LED via a resistor. This
The resistor serves to block the electric current to the LED.

A. Program Flowchart

![Flowchart Program](Image)

Explanation of the flowchart program in Figure 6, as follows: LED initialization, initialization from servo motor to latch lock as well as servo servo10 is initialization from servo motor to door leaf. servo9.attach(9) functions to set the pin used by servo9, namely pin 9. servo10.attach(10) functions to set the pin used by servo10, namely pin 10

1. Input
   Input is a command given via a Smartphone. These commands use the looping function, namely if. When you want to open the door, the command used is if (readString == "13170558"), meaning that when we input data 13170558, the door will open. And if you want to close the door, the command used is else if (readString == "13170969") which means that when we input data 13170969, the door will be locked. readString itself functions to read whatever data we input.

2. Main Program
   Serial.begin (9600) to determine the speed of sending and receiving data via the serial port at a rate of 9600 bits per second. When the serial port is unread, Serial.available () returns zero and is repeated with the while command. The character which is used to make the zero value has a value and that value can be read with the Serial.read () command. reading + = functions so that the readString variable has a value greater than or equal to the character a.

3. Output
   This output consists only of servo and led. pin This mode is used to set the pins used. For the pins used by led6 and led7 to be output, the pinMode (led6, OUTPUT) and pinMode (led7, OUTPUT) commands are used for led7. To make the pin used by the led have a HIGH or LOW value, the digitalWrite command is used. When the condition led6 or led7 is off, then the command digitalWrite (led6 LOW) and digitalWrite (led7 LOW) are given for led7. And when led6 or led7 is on, the commands digitalWrite (led6 HIGH) and digitalWrite (led7 HIGH) are given for led7. To move or position the servo, give the command servo.write (). When the door is locked, the servo position is set with the commands servo9.write (90) and servo10.write (15) in the sense that servo9 is set at 90° and servo10 is 10°. When open, the servo is set with the commands servo9.write (35) and servo10.write (150) in the sense that servo9 is set at 35° and servo10 is 145°. delay (1000); is the time interval to process the next command for 1 second

A. Input Experiment Results
   The results of the input experiments obtained when testing the Arduino Bluetooth Controller application found on an Android smartphone are:

   1. Make sure the application is installed then open it

![Main Application Display](Image)
The explanation of Figure 7 is the Main Display of the Arduino-based door lock security application.

2. Connect with HC-05 with password 1234

![Figure 8. Connection with Bluetooth HC-05](image)

The explanation of Figure 8 is an Arduino-based door lock security device connected to Bluetooth with a password of 1234.

3. Once connected, select Switch mode

![Figure 9. Connection Options](image)

The explanation of Figure 9 is that select Switch mode to activate the door lock or open the door.

4. Click the settings or gear image and then adjust the input power according to the program

![Figure 10. Settings button](image)

The explanation of figure 10 is that the Bluetooth connection setting is active (on) or not (not).

5. When the power is off or red the door is locked.

![Figure 11. Setting Power Button Input Data](image)

The explanation of Figure 11 is an Arduino-based door lock security device command to unlock the door (on) or lock the door (off).

![Figure 12. a) Power Off, and b) Power On](image)

The explanation of Figure 12a is a display of the symbol indicator off, which means locking the door means the door is locked. When the power is on or the door opens green. The explanation of Figure 12.b is a display of the symbol indicator on, that is, opening the door means the door is open.

**B. Experimental Results Output**

The experimental results obtained are:

1. The initial condition when the appliance is turned on, the door is locked and the red LED lights up.

2. When getting a command via a smartphone to open the door, the servo connected to the sliding key rotates first to unlock the lock then for about 1 second, the servo connected to the door leaf moves to open the door, and the yellow LED lights up.

3. When getting a command via a smartphone to wash the door, the servo connected to the door rotates first to close the door than about 1 second, the servo connected to the sliding lock...
rotates to lock the door and the red LED turns on.

C. Overall Experiment
The explanation in Table 1 is

1. At Power On the output, is slide lock servo 35°, door leaf servo 145°, red led is off, yellow led is on and the door is open.
2. At the power of the output is a servo sliding lock 90°, door leaf servo 10°, red led on, yellow led off and the door locked.

Table 1. Overall Experiment Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Button</th>
<th>Sliding Lock Servo</th>
<th>Door Leaf Servo</th>
<th>Red LED</th>
<th>Yellow LED</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>35°</td>
<td>145°</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Open door</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Close door</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION**

**Conclusion**
The conclusion obtained from the experimental results of this Arduino-based door lock security device with a Bluetooth connection is that the device uses a Bluetooth connection to connect to a smartphone. Tool controlled via Android Smartphone. For the Smartphone to control the door lock security device, an application called the Arduino Bluetooth Controller is needed. Using 2 servo which functions to move the sliding lock and door leaf. The red LED is used as an indicator for the door when it is locked and the yellow LED as an indicator for the door is open.

**Suggestion**
The advice needed in the development of this Arduino-based door lock security device with a Bluetooth connection is that the connection can be replaced with a WIFI connection. Security can be added with fingerprint, RFID or Electronic KTP, and so on. The tool made can be applied to the original object, namely the room door. Added LCD as an indicator in text form.
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